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Contiguity, once we start investigating its dynamics, will emerge as not altogether arbitrary or accidental series of contacts and semi-contacts caused by a general, vague relatedness. While it will never exhibit the neat order, or causal-temporal linearity, of unity and continuity, it might reveal some rules of its own that will be subtle and perhaps not uniformly applied, but therefore more intriguing and certainly in need of further research. It is my contention that a new theory of Jewish literature, if it ever takes off, would focus among other things on the ways—sometimes underground and secret ways—of literary contiguity, its high tides and low ebbs, its attractions and repulsions, its centripetal and centrifugal energies. We may discover that what was unconvincingly explained in terms of contiguity—such as the stylistic resemblances Bialik detected between Ramhal's poetry and his own, or the moments that Gershom Scholem highlighted of cultural and literary overlapping between the Jewish Enlightenment and the legacy of Sabbatianism and Frankism—can be better explained by contiguity. Cultural and literary histories consist of many dialogues, colored by diverse tonalities, rather than of one continuous monological soliloquy delivered by a unified national-cultural personality. Theories of history and literature should also strive toward a dialogical rather than monological status. Preliminary insights and differentiations pertaining to the nature and workings of Jewish literary contiguity may be offered within the framework of such a dialogical exchange.

Writing the history of the Jews in antiquity used to be a much easier business. From the Hellenistic to the Roman periods, the story was one of religious and cultural conflict. Against the great colonial powers of Seleucid Syria, republican and then imperial Rome, and the "evil empire" of the Christian East, Jews struggled to defend their ancestral faith from interfering outsiders and even those other Jews seduced by alien cultures. This is not entirely a "lachrymose" vision of Jewish history; the historiography is rich with accounts of Judaism and Jewish culture frequently influenced—albeit usually not in a significant way—by its contact with the Greeks, Romans, and, less often, Christians. Sometimes condensed into the dichotomy "Judaism/Hellenism," this is a narrative of distinct cultures in conversation and conflict. Even a standard textbook of Jewish history from 1980 talks of the "confrontation" between Jewish and Greek "civilizations."¹

Over the past twenty years, this narrative has begun to fray. In his introductory book, Shaye Cohen discusses his discomfort with a model that opposes Palestinian (i.e., "pure") Judaism to Hellenistic Judaism, and elsewhere he has argued that the very term of identity—"Jewish"—was not stable through antiquity.² Erich Gruen self-consciously rejects this

¹ The standard collection of essays along these lines is Henry A. Fischel, ed., Essays in Greco-Roman and Related Talmudic Literature (New York: Ktav, 1977).
² Robert M. Seltzer, Jewish People, Jewish Thought: The Jewish Experience in History (New York: Macmillan, 1980), 155. This narrative continues to be replicated. See, for example, Lee I. Levine, Judaism and Hellenism in Antiquity: Conflict or Confluence? (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1989), whose very title assumes a model of distinct cultures in interaction.
³ See Shaye J. D. Cohen, From the Maccabees to the Mishnah (Library of Early Christian-
model. Like Cohen, he believes that “[w]e can no longer contrast ‘Palestinian Judaism’ as the unadulterated form of the ancestral faith with ‘Hellenistic Judaism’ as the Diaspora variety that diluted antique practices with alien imports.” He calls for a new conception that recognizes that Jews were part and parcel of the Hellenistic societies in which they lived: “The Jewish intellectuals who sought to rewrite their past and redefine their traditions grew up in Diaspora or even Palestinian communities suffused with Hellenism. For them it was their culture. Their ideas and concepts expressed themselves quite naturally in Greek forms.” Seth Schwartz has developed a nuanced narrative of Jewish interaction in antiquity that highlights imperial power rather than alien culture. Peter Schäfer, focusing on one particular moment of similarity between Jewish and Christian understandings of God, tries to avoid using “influence” and the underlying notion of opposing cultures as an explanatory model. Yaron Eliav suggests a model that he calls "filtered absorption" or "controlled incorporation," a "quiet process of the absorption of outside cultural elements into ancient Jewish society through revision and adaptation." Daniel Boyarin has demonstrated the fuzziness of boundaries even at the formative moment of rabbinc Judaism and "Orthodox" Christianity.

These authors are part of a wider trend in Jewish and non-Jewish historiography. This historiography has recognized the inherent weakness of explanatory models that turn culture into static binary encounters, characterized by "conflict," "resistance," "influence," "assimilation," "acculturation," or "appropriation." It sees even the peoples whose history is told as themselves de-essentialized "imagined communities" continuously forming and reforming their collective identity.

In his preface to *Cultures of the Jews: A New History*, David Biale attempts to apply these modern historiographical trends to Jewish history. Discussing an ornate fifteenth-century Jewish Italian casket, Biale writes:

How should we label such adoption of non-Jewish culture? Does it suggest "assimilation" or, to use a less loaded term, "acculturation"? The Italian Jewish culture that produced our casket has frequently been described as one of the most assimilated or acculturated in all of pre-modern Jewish history. But perhaps the contemporary model of assimilation is misleading when applied to the Jews of Renaissance Italy. Here was a traditional community intent on drawing boundaries between itself and its Christian neighbors but also able to adopt and adapt motifs from the surrounding culture for its own purposes. Indeed, the Jews should not be seen as outsiders who borrowed from Italian culture but rather as full participants in the shaping of that culture, albeit with their own concerns and mores. The Jews were not so much "influenced" by the Italians as they were one organ in a large cultural organism, a subculture that established its identity in a complex process of adaptation and resistance. . . . [W]e may find it more productive to use this organic model of culture than to chase after who influenced whom.

Historians of the Jews have certainly not been unaware of these "organic" models; in his essay in *Cultures of the Jews* on Jewish culture in Poland, and in a more programmatic essay, Moshe Rosman explicitly discards "influence" and "borrowing" as analytically useful terms. Indeed, I suspect that Biale is here articulating the consensus of historians of early modern and modern Jews.

The goal of this essay is to articulate and programatically draw out the implications of this approach for the study of ancient Jews and Judaism. Building on the work of the scholars mentioned above, I will argue for a historiographical model that avoids the traditional dichotomy between "Jewish" and "alien" cultures and the language that this traditional model


13. See David N. Myers, *Resisting History: Historicism and Its Discontents in German-Jewish Thought* (Jews, Christians, and Muslims from the Ancient to the Modern World; Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2003), 162–68. For a survey of some of this literature, see Moshe Rosman’s essay in this volume.
most often uses to describe the relationship between them. Instead, I argue for an approach that recognizes Jews as subjective agents fully embedded within their cultural environments. There are four primary characteristics to this approach: (1) it focuses on people and their agency rather than on abstractions; (2) it recognizes the fluid nature of identity and identity formation; (3) it assumes similarities and seeks to explain difference; (4) and it explicitly justifies the linking of different types of data, such as using archaeology to interpret texts and vice versa.

Focus on People, Not Abstractions

One of the reasons that scholars of Jews in antiquity have been slow to abandon a historiographical model of static encounters between easily defined cultures has been that this model has such a long and venerable history that any departure from it—no matter how intellectually justified—seems radical. For this reason, it is important to trace, however briefly and insufficiently, the theological roots and assumptions of the model itself.

As told by the Bible, the history of Israel is a history of cultural struggle; the biblical etymology of “Israel,” in fact, links its meaning to “struggle” (Gen 32:29). Legal, narrative, and historiographical sections of the Hebrew Bible all reinforce the notion that Israel is a “people apart,” a group that has a particular essence marked by its relationship with and mode of devotion to its God. Legal sections of the Pentateuch, for example, construct a sexually promiscuous Canaanite Other, against which Israel’s proper behavior is defined. The Israelite origin narratives, from Abraham through Moses, are preoccupied with the theme of self-definition and identity formation. In these stories, cultures emerge as sealed and unchanging, with an “essence” opposed to that of Israel. The reality, as we now know, was far more complex, but no careful reader of the Bible can fail to be impressed by Israel’s continuous struggle to retain its cultural distinctiveness amidst internal and external threats.

This biblical model was certainly influential on the Jewish author or epitomizer of 2 Maccabees, writing in the late second century B.C.E. Yet this author shifts the focus from a people, Israel, to their culture, “Judaism.” 2 Maccabees uses the new term “Judaism” to denote a distinctive culture locked in eternal and mortal combat with “Hellenism.” This text thus sharpens the biblical conflict model: “Judaism” and “Hellenism” become opposites in a way that “Israelite” and “Moabite” never are.

To the extent that the rabbis had any historiographical model, they too understood their culture to be one locked in essential combat with that of the Greeks. For the rabbis, the opposite of “Jew” is “Greek.” The opposite of the religion of Israel is avodah zarah, the strange worship exemplified by, although not limited to, the Greeks. For many rabbis, “Greek wisdom” is opposed to Jewish wisdom, and according to some rabbis is to be avoided completely.


20. This position has never, to my knowledge, been systematically argued, but see, for example, T. Ber. 6:18, in which the rabbinic man is commanded to thank God each day for not making him a boor, a woman, or a non-Jew, each of which denotes a distinct and meaningful Other. For a more subtle conclusion, see Steven D. Fraade, “Navigating the Anomalous: Non-Jews at the Intersection of Early Rabbinic Law and Narrative,” in Silberstein and Cohn, Other in Jewish Thought and History, 145–65.

tradition that opposed Judaism to Christianity. Early Christians sought to define themselves against the Jewish Other, constructing a category, "Judaism," that at times only marginally if at all described the beliefs and practices of real Jews. Even the eighteenth-century philosophers, with their uneasy relationship to Christianity, continued to maintain an essentialized view of "Judaism" as Other. 

Jewish and Christian theological and historiographical trends converged in the nineteenth century. New Testament scholars divided the objects of their study into "Hellenism," "Judaism," and that odd hybrid, "Hellenistic Judaism." Contemporary Jewish scholars found this division congenial. By the middle of the twentieth century, the categories of "Judaism" and "Hellenism" were so entrenched that nearly all scholars of antiquity took them for granted, debating primarily about the relationships between them. The category "Hellenistic Judaism" grew in the middle space to represent a phenomenon thought to be half-way from Judaism to Christianity.


24. See David Martin, "Paul and the Judaism/Hellenism Dichotomy: Toward a Social History of the Question," in Engberg-Pedersen, Paul Beyond the Judaism/Hellenism Divide, 29–61. See also the essay by Boccaccini in this volume.


26. The essays in Fischel, Essays in Greco-Roman and Related Talmudic Literature amply attest to the attractiveness of "influence" as an explanatory concept. The trend continues among many excellent modern scholars. Cf. Martin Goodman, "Jews and Judaism in the Second Temple Period," in The Oxford Handbook of Jewish Studies (ed. Martin Goodman, Jeremy Cohen, and David Sorkin; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 36–52, esp. 42. Exemplary is John J. Collins, "Cult and Culture: The Limits of Hellenization in Judea," in Hellenism in the Land of Israel (ed. John J. Collins and Gregory E. Sterling). Christianity and Judaism in Antiquity 13; Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 2001), 38–61. Collins is clearly aware of the problems that these terms present, yet uses them uncritically in his analysis. In the same volume, Gregory E. Sterling, "Judaism Between Jerusalem and Alexandria," argues that "while all Jews were hellenized, the specifics of their Hellenization varied markedly" (264). My point is that there are better ways to frame the question that avoid the concept of "hellenization."

27. See Martin, "Paul and the Judaism/Hellenism Dichotomy."

28. See Alexander, "Hellenism and Hellenization."

29. See Schäfer, Mirror of His Beauty, 222, 229–35. I do not think that Schäfer himself goes far enough. He seems to want to preserve "influence" as an explanatory mechanism (thus talking of "varying grades and shades—or, better yet, different configurations—of what might be called, for strictly heuristic purposes, 'Hebraic' and 'Hellenic'" [p. 222]), but ultimately does not develop a new model of "influence" that overcomes its inherent limitations. Similarly, despite his dissatisfaction with current historiographical approaches, Israel Jacob Yuval uses influence as an explanatory model; see "Two Nations in Your Womb": Perceptions of Jews and Christians (Tel Aviv: Am Oved, 2000), esp. 41–43 (Heb.).

30. Anderson, Imagined Communities.


32. It is, perhaps, only a marginal improvement to speak of "Jews" as a single, united corporate entity in antiquity that acts with a single "national" will. Some Zionist historiography uses this national model. See Seth Schwartz, "Historiography on the Jews in the Talmudic Period" (70–640 CE)," in Goodman, Cohen, and Sorkin, Oxford Handbook of Jewish Studies, 79–114, esp. 83–87.
culture. Syncretism, however, with its implied negative value judgment of inauthenticity, is hardly a neutral term; for this reason, contemporary scholars of Jews in antiquity have by and large abandoned it as a useful analytical category.33 From around the mid-twentieth century until today, it has become more common to speak of the Greek, Hellenistic, Roman, Babylo- 

nian, or Christian “influence” on the Jews. In his monumental Judaism and Hellenism, Martin Hengel paradoxically demonstrated the deep “Hellenization” of “Jewish” culture in Palestine, and thus the difficulty of using “Hellenistic Judaism” and “Palestinian Judaism” as separate categories, while at the same time implicitly justifying the analytical usefulness of the terms “Judaism” and “Hellenism.”34 “Influence,” as a descriptor of similarities, is hardly better; its flaccidity and imprecision as an explanatory term have long been recognized.35 Thus, I think that it is critical to disentangle the concepts “Judaism” and “Jewish culture” from “the Jews.” Scholars can and should use the category “Judaism” to denote the worldview and rituals of a particular group of Jews, but it is always important to remember that “Judaism” as we use the term is a heuristic construct, a category created and used by modern scholars for specific reasons.36 Getting beyond the confusion that it has created in historiography of the Jews of antiquity requires shifting attention to the agents themselves, the Jews.

De-essentialize the Jews

“How do you know a Jew in antiquity when you see one?” Shaye Cohen asks in the subtitle of an essay.37 The answer, of course, is that you don’t—


34. Martin Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism (trans. John Bowden; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1974); idem, “Judaism and Hellenism Revisited,” in Collins and Sterling, Hellenism in the Land of Israel, 6–37.


36. I think that this basic conceptual confusion undermines Schwartz, Imperialism and Jewish Society; see his discussion on pp. 8–12.


38. Much of the extant Jewish literature in Greek is preoccupied with assertions of eth- 

nic distinctiveness, and even superiority. See John J. Collins, Between Athens and Jerusalem: Jewish Identity in the Hellenistic Diaspora (2nd ed.; B Bibli Resource Series; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000). It is important not to forget that Jews were also defined from the outside. See Daniel R. Schwartz, “Antisemitism and other -isms in the Greco-Roman World,” in Deno- 


42. Daniel Boyarin, Border Lines: The Partition of Judaism-Christanity (Divinations; Philadel- 

manifestation of this nationalism, Zionism too returned to the biblical notion of “Israel” as a unique nation, set apart with its own essence.

The assumption that there is a unique and identifiable people, Israel, with its own culture and history — toledot am yisrael — underlies nearly all Israeli historiography on Jews in antiquity (and beyond). Gedalyah Alon’s lectures and study have had a decisive influence on later Israeli historiography, and its assumptions are thoroughly Zionist: the “Jews in their Land” strove for political and institutional autonomy.46 The Jews, in this view, are a given; it is the historian’s job to discover how they have expressed their national spirit through the ages.

Any historiography that either explicitly or implicitly ascribes an “essence” or “spirit” to a people is not tenable in today’s academy.46 There were Jews in antiquity. Ancient Jews asserted their distinctiveness, in literary and epigraphic forms. The challenge for modern historians is to avoid imposing a static and essentialist definition of what it meant to be a Jew back onto identity formations that frequently were perspectival and in flux. Minimally, the scholar needs to state clearly what she or he means by using such concepts as “Jews” or “Jewish”; ideally, it is precisely the explication of these ancient strategies of Jewish identity formation that can be incorporated into nearly all historical studies.

## Assume Similarity, Explain Difference

Over the last century scholarship on Jews in antiquity has tended to emphasize how alike Jews were to their neighbors. Many Jews in antiquity maintained their ethnic distinctiveness, but they were physically indistinguishable from, and socially integrated with, their non-Jewish neighbors.47 They shared their “deep structures” of meaning.48 Given the significant and growing indications that Jews shared much with the larger cultures in which they lived, these similarities cease to require explanation. The thing that needs explaining is difference: How and why are a given group of Jews different from those around them? How and why did they create their own distinctive ethnic identity?

The Greeks and Romans both recognized “ethnicity” as an organizing category of identity. Greek ethnography dates back to Herodotus and flourishes in the Hellenistic period.49 Romans and Christians also developed ethnographies.50 In addition, both Greek and Roman legal systems allowed ethnic groups to create corporate, legal identities.51 At least some Jews in Egypt and Cyrene (modern-day Libya), like other contemporary ethnic communities, had their own semi-autonomous civic institutions, politeumata.52

I am suggesting that when these Greek-speaking Jews created their distinctive “imagined communities” from their cultural and traditional}


45. This assumption is not limited to Zionist historians. It underlies, for example, Judah Goldin, ed., The Jewish Experience (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1976).


47. See Cohen, “Those Who Say They are Jews and Are Not.” See the important qual-
resources, they were, ironically, engaged in a more widespread process of identity formation. Groups, ethnic and otherwise, in the Greek and Roman worlds could maintain distinctive identities, and there were accepted strategies for marking these identities. To Greeks and Romans, the Jews were little different from any other ethnic group. They had distinctive customs and ideas, but, as Martin Goodman has proposed, “the oddities of the Jews in the Graeco-Roman world were no greater than that of the many other distinctive ethnic groups, such as Idumeans, Celts, or Numidians. . .”

In this plan, then, the role of the historian is to recover within local Jewish communities the arenas in which they asserted their distinct identities as Jews, how they did so, and why. It is significant, for example, both that through most of antiquity most Jews did not use marriage as a locus in which to assert a distinctively Jewish identity, and that this began to change in late antiquity. Outside of prescriptive rabbinic texts there is little evidence that Jews, from the Persian period through late antiquity, regularly used or were required to use a distinctive civil law. Where precisely did Jews think it was important to mark their own identities as Jews?

Identity formation was a complex, variable, and messy enterprise that worked in the present but that drew upon the past, as understood in the present. There was no obvious or natural way to be a Jew, but that does not mean that all options were open.

Each Jewish community may have fashioned its own “culture” or expression of identity, but it did not make it up out of whole cloth. When Jewish communities, or individual Jews, chose to mark their identity as Jews, they drew upon the stuff of their tradition, as they understood it within their local cultural frame.

In Rome, for example, six Jewish catacombs that together contain about six hundred burial inscriptions from late antiquity have been discovered.

All of the inscriptions are in Greek and Latin, and in form and language they are virtually indistinguishable from contemporary non-Jewish epitaphs. Yet several of the inscriptions from the Jewish catacombs also have etched on them some distinctive Jewish symbol, such as a menorah. A few even have a Hebrew phrase at the end, typically “shalom.”

One inscription reads in Greek: “Here lies Sabbath, twice archon. He lived 35 years. In peace his sleep.” Following this is a Hebrew phrase (נופל ותשם), with etchings of a shofar, menorah, and lulav. The phrase—misspelled in the Hebrew by someone who clearly had in mind a Greek phonetic system—together with its symbols clearly serve as a marker of ethnicity. Even in the most “Jewishly” marked of all graveyards, at Beit She’arim, some of the conventional Greek inscriptions contain short Hebrew phrases as ethnic markers.

Iconic artifacts demonstrate another strategy of identity formation. The content of the third-century C.E. synagogue mosaics in the Syrian border town of Dura Europos are distinctively Jewish; the scenes are drawn from the Bible. The style is clearly drawn from the surrounding culture. Generally in antiquity the similarities between Jewish and non-Jewish material artifacts can be so strong that it is sometimes impossible to recover whether they were produced by Jews or Christians, as when, for example, the object draws either linguistically or iconographically from the Hebrew Bible.

Even Jewish understandings of the Torah offer yet another kind of example of the ways in which Jews filtered their traditions through their

---

53. See Ramsay MacMullen, “The Unromanized in Rome,” in Cohen and Frenich, Diasporas in Antiquity, 47-64.
57. See Cohen, “Those Who Say They Are Jews and Are Not.” Cohen essentially argues that Jewish identity was voluntary and based on association and observance.
59. See, e.g., CIL, nos. 62, 86, 89, 105, 118, 234. On the menorah as a symbol of Jewish identity, see Rachel Hachlili, The Menorah, the Ancient Seven-Armed Candelabrum: Origin, Form, and Significance (Leiden: Brill, 2001), 204-9, where she also provocatively compares its use as an identity marker to that of the cross for contemporary Christians.
60. E.g., CIL, nos. 319, 349.
61. CIL, no. 397.
local cultural contexts to construct identity. Both Philo and Josephus seem to understand “Torah” as a Jewish constitution analogous in all ways to other contemporary constitutions, only better. Martin Goodman has suggested that many Jews in antiquity saw the physical object of the Torah as a sort of pagan idol. At least some rabbis, I have argued, had a very different understanding of Torah, seeing it not as a national or ethnic constitution but as a source of wisdom analogous to non-Jewish philosophical classics, whose study mirrored the philosophical spiritual exercises so common throughout late antiquity.

These brief linguistic, iconic, and conceptual examples illustrate the same process: Jews living fully within their local cultures while marking themselves as distinct according to the rules, or “habitus,” of those local cultures. Many Jews in antiquity appear to have had the choice of whether to publicly identify themselves as Jews. What, for example, of the many thousands of dead Roman Jews who were not buried in the local Jewish catacombs? Do hundreds of other Jewish catacombs lurk underground, waiting to be discovered, or did Jews choose to be buried among non-Jews? Such questions take on meaning only within a framework that abandons a focus on systems and the influence between them.

Despite my emphasis thus far on focusing on Jews rather than Judaism, I do think that shifting our approach can open up productive ways of discussing the practices, beliefs, and worldviews of the Jews in antiquity. In his monumental Jewish Symbols in the Greco-Roman World, Erwin Goodenough highlighted the variety of Jewish religious expression in antiquity. Goodenough posited two primary types of “Judaism,” one rabbic and the other mystical and syncretistic. Jacob Neusner extended this insight to speak of the “Judaisms” of antiquity. Although I think that Neusner errs by considering each text as representative of a distinctive form of Judaism, this model does suggest that the religious practices of each Jewish community need to be evaluated on their own terms. Jonathan Z. Smith has taken this a step further, arguing for a polythetic definition of Judaism. For Smith, the creation of any overarching definition of Judaism starts with, and must be inclusive of, the local “Judaisms.” That is, the religious practices of local Jewish communities are the primary focus of first-order historical scholarship, and “Judaism” is a second-order scholarly term to accommodate them. First-order scholarship must thus focus not on an abstract notion of tradition but on the Jews and their religious practices in their distinct historical contexts.

Justify Data Selection

One of the reasons that scholars of the Jews of antiquity have been slow to adopt historiographical models like this with their focus on the “thick description” of local Jewish communities is evidentiary. Cultural history, in the sense that it is practiced by modern historians, is out of the reach of all historians of antiquity. Only two Jewish societies in antiquity—the rabbis and the authors of the Dead Sea Scrolls—left anything approaching a significant body of evidence, and the extant evidence is frequently problematic. Otherwise, we know of Jewish communities for which we have very little direct evidence, and we have evidence that we cannot place within a particular community. For example, the synagogue and frescoes from Dura Europos are fascinating in their own right, but cannot be put into the larger context of Jewish life in Dura—there is no other evidence from this community. The complex third- and fourth-century Jewish


68. The concept, of course, is Pierre Bourdieu's. He defines habitus as “systems of durable, transposable dispositions, structured structures predisposed to function as structuring structures, that is, as principles of the generation and structuring of practices and representations which can be objectively ‘regulated’ and ‘regular’ without in any way being the product of obedience to rules...”; see Pierre Bourdieu, Outline of a Theory of Practice (trans. Richard Nice; Cambridge Studies in Social Anthropology; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977), 72 (original emphasis). Cf. Martha Himmelfarb, “Judaism and Hellenism in 2 Maccabees,” Poetics Today 19 (1998): 19–40; Elia, “Viewing the Sculptural Environment,” esp. 433: “The rabbis” ruling on Roman statuary... reflects the discerning attitude of a minority group... that forged its own way of life out of a profound awareness of the environment in which it was living, defining its own uniqueness within this environment.”

69. “[T]here were many Judaisms,” Neusner succinctly states in his foreword to Goodenough, Jewish Symbols, xxvii.


72. For a good survey of recent developments in the field, with explicit regard to issues of evidence, see Isaiah Gafni, A Generation of Scholarship on Eretz Israel in the Talmud Era: Achievement and Recognition, Cathedra 100 (2001): 199–226 (Heb.)

graveyard in Beit She'arim presents a similar challenge: against what other evidence should we interpret it? A stash of papyri in the Judean desert throws a fascinating light on the legal affairs of a few Jewish families in the second century C.E., but we know neither how representative these families were nor anything about other aspects of their lives. On the other hand, much other evidence floats without a context. A significant corpus of Jewish literature written in Greek survives, but it is largely of unknown date and provenance.

Clearly, any attempt at cultural history of the Jews in antiquity requires an unholy combining of evidence. Combinations of different types of data from antiquity are in no way obvious or natural. Although aware of the different perspectives and provenances of Jewish literature written in Greek, for example, Erich Gruen nevertheless combines these texts into a single argument about the state of “Diaspora” Jewry. Ze’ev Weiss and Ehud Netzer have interpreted the iconography of a synagogue mosaic from Sepphoris against other literature that clearly was not produced in Sepphoris. Whether or not these specific scholarly interpretations are compelling, they point to the need to articulate more fully the model that allows for such combinations of evidence. It is not at all obvious how the evidence from one Jewish community can or should be used with evidence from another Jewish community in antiquity.

In fact, the historiographical shift that I have noted above implies that scholars should focus less on comparing evidence from different Jewish communities and more on using local non-Jewish evidence to create the primary context. Of course scholars have always used pagan and Chris-

tian evidence in their histories of the Jews of antiquity, often with great effectiveness. Frequently, however, this evidence provides a secondary rather than primary context. If the Jews were more a part of their larger local cultures than they were part of a trans-Mediterranean Jewish culture, then the comparison should be sought locally. To interpret the mosaics of Dura, for example, we need to look primarily at the city and its immediate environs rather than at Philo or the rabbis. When scholars do move further afield—which they frequently should do—they are nevertheless obligated to justify this move explicitly. What, in particular, justifies the elucidation of a particular material artifact with a particular text?

For many scholars of ancient Jews and Judaism, “culture” is a noun rather than a verb. “Jewish culture,” “rabbinic culture,” and “Greco-Roman culture,” for example, are frequently understood as transparent categories needing little explicit justification. No matter how precise the cultural category (e.g., Palestinian amoraic culture) or nuanced the description of the interaction between the cultures, the assumption that culture exists as a static category is severely limiting. When Erich Gruen, for example, asserts that Jewish ideas “expressed themselves quite naturally in Greek forms,” he seems to assume that one can speak meaningfully of distinct Jewish cultures, however subtle and fluid the interactions between this and “other” cultures.

I have argued here that as an analytic category “culture” works better as a verb. It is an ongoing, shifting, highly complex set of negotiations. Throughout antiquity Jewish identity was largely voluntary, with Jews deeply embedded within their wider environments. Many Jews self-consciously identified as Jews and marked themselves in various, shifting, and unpredictable ways as Jews. To describe “rabbinic culture,” for example, is to unpack the ways in which the rabbis filtered their traditions through their deep structures of meaning, which were themselves largely the products of the broader material, intellectual, religious, and social worlds in which they lived. The goals of this essay have been both to articulate the assumptions that might underlie such an approach to “culture” and to argue for its potential utility reframing the study of the Jews of antiquity.

---

75. See Hannah M. Cotton, “The Rabbis and the Documents,” in Goodman, Jews in a Graeco-Roman World, 167–79: “I maintain, therefore, that they are representative of Jewish society as a whole in the period under discussion. They present a faithful picture of the realities of life at the time that they were written” (p. 172). It is unclear which “Jewish society” Cotton has in mind.
80. In Homi Bhabha’s oft-quoted formulation, culture is “the ‘inter’—the cutting edge of translation and negotiation, the in-between space . . .”; see Homi K. Bhabha, The Location of Culture (London: Routledge, 1994), 38 (original emphasis).